About Us
Impex Rolling Shutters & Engineering Works is the sole proprietorship based company that is specialized in
manufacturing, supplying and trading a wide array of Rolling Shutter, Automatic Road Barrier, Security Door,
Mezzanine Floor System and many more. We also provide Shutter Repairing Service to our clients. It has started its
business in the year 1985 and it is situated at Kolkata in West Bengal, India. All our doors, gates and security products
are manufactured by using qualitative material and advance technology for maintaining their high reliability and giving
hem perfect finishing. These products are highly appreciated and demanded by the customers for their sturdy
construction, excellent performance, compact design, accurate dimension, superior quality and many other features.
Besides this, we focus on following the ethics and principles of business on regular basis to maintain transparency in our
business activities. Due to these ethical business practices, we have become the prestigious company in the industry and
first choice of our customers.
Under the effective and perfect leadership of Mr. SK Domadia (Proprietor), Impex Rolling Shutters & Engineering
Works have become the famous and leading company of the industry. His supervision and way of running the company
is the main reason behind our achievements. Also, he has years of experience and vast industrial knowledge that enable
him to take right decision on right time.
We strongly believe that company has to puts the client needs before its objectives that will help it to acquire exuberant
success later. That’s why we keep each and every demand and requirements of the customers in our mind while
developing and providing products. Also, we do not compromise with the quality at any cost and use high grade material
in their manufacturing such as MS, GI, alloy, aluminum and many more. In total, we put extra efforts to make our
products completely customized and quality approved for attaining maximum satisfaction of our clients.

Our Infrastructure
We have been efficiently presenting a quality approved and client specific range of products to our customers since the
time of our establishment. This is possible due to the support of our well facilitated infrastructural unit. It spreads over
an extensive area and is divided into many sections in order to carrying out all the business operations easy and simple.
All these departments are equipped with advance machines and required tools.

Clients / Customers
These are our clients :








Amiya
Orient BlackSwan
Mageba
Mani Enclave
Avant Garde
Avani Group
NavaYuga

Products Range
ROLLING SHUTTER

SECURITY DOOR

MEZZANINE FLOOR

MECHANICAL ROLLING SHUTTER

ROLLING SHUTTER MOTOR

SLOTTED ANGLE RACK

MOTORIZED ROLLING SHUTTER

ALUMINIUM WINDOW

AUTOMATIC BOOM BARRIER

GRILL SHUTTER

SLIDING GATE

RETRACTABLE GATE

COLLAPSIBLE GATE

SHUTTER REPAIRING SERVICE

POLYCARBONATE SHUTTER
DOOR & AUTOMATION

Rolling Shutter
We are offering rolling shutter is recognized for its excellent quality, accurate dimensions and excellent functionality.
Rolling shutter fabricated from quality steel (CRC, GI, MS, Aluminium) and other metals. It has smooth texture and is
coated with abrasion resistant material. The shutters are technically advanced and offer privacy and security to the
Shop, House, Mall, Market and office. These are durable, easy to operate and install, economical to repair and needs
little maintenance. Finally, we assure timely delivery.











Perforated Rolling Shutter
Pull & Push Rolling Shutter
Vision Rolling Shutter
GI Rolling Shutter
Aluminum Rolling Shutter
MS Rolling Shutter
Galvanized Rolling Shutter
Electrically Operated Rolling Shutter
Motorized Rolling Shutter
Rolling Shutter with Wicked Door

Mechanical Rolling Shutter
Mechanical Operated Rolling Shutters are immensely durable and easy to maintain.
These are manually operated and function as a steel wall in order to prevent untoward
incidents such as theft and robbery. Due to these features, these are highly
recommended for use at Shops, Stores, Warehouses and Garages. These Rolling
Shutters are made using A-grade metal and provided at extremely affordable prices.



Gear Operated Rolling Shutter
Chain Operated Rolling Shutter

Motorized Rolling Shutter
We are manufacturer and suppliers of Motorized Rolling Shutters in West Bengal
and we are also known as Motorized Rolling Shutter Dealers. We are Motorized
Rolling Shutters Manufacturer and also equipped with technologically advanced
Italian & European Motors, the Motorized Rolling Shutters are extensively
demanded by various industries. The technologically advanced products can be
operated with remote functions without any hassles. Our products offer optimum
protection and are demanded by clients across the nation.




Rolling Shutter Central Motor
Rolling Shutter Side Motor
Rolling Shutter Tubular Motor

Grill Shutter
We have created a unique niche in the domain of manufacturing and supplying a quality
assured range of Grill Rolling Shutter. These are designed in compliance with the industry
standards and are fabricated using high grade material of construction. Along with this,
we offer these Industrial Rolling Shutter to our clients at cost effective prices and within
the stipulated time period.



Rolling Grill
Grill Rolling Shutter

Polycarbonate Shutter
Our polycarbonate roller shutters are of a special design with reinforced steel rods between the panels. The design and
materials make our polycarbonate shutters extremely strong and resistant to forced
entry. Ideal shutters for displaying valuables behind.
The combination of high visibility with exceptional strength make our polycarbonate
shutters ideal for shops that want to keep valuable goods on display, such as
jewellers. Also, these shutters are a good choice for premises that require a higher
level of security, for example banks.



Facade Polycarbonate Roller Shutter
Clear look Polycarbonate Roller Shutter

Door & Automation
Since 1984 Impex Rolling Shutters & Engg. Works has held a lead position in designing, manufacturing, exporting and
installing Entrance Door & Automation Systems and Loading Bay Equipment that are problem free and easy to operate.
Impex Rolling Shutters & Engg. Works is proud to carry the finest in:







High Speed Industrial Doors & Sectional Overhead Doors
Fire Shutters & Fire Doors
Aluminium Glass Doors
Industrial Sliding Doors & Rolling Shutters
Boom Barrier & Gates
Automation Rolling Shutter

We believe these products to be the most technically advanced systems in
the market for almost any application you might envision.








Roll A Door
Fire Door
Existing Door
Automatic Door
Wicked Door
Sliding gate
Aluminium Sliding Door

Security Door
We are the prominent manufacturer, supplier and trader of Security Door. This Security Door
is known for its supreme quality and hassle free performance in various applications.


Fire Door

Rolling Shutter Motor
We are offering Rolling Shutter Motor to our clients. These are designed and
manufactured by inculcating advanced tools and technology using optimum
quality raw material. These are available in the market at affordable prices.




Rolling Shutter Side Motor
Central Motor
Tubular Motor

Aluminium Window
SERIES 40 HEAVY DUTY ALUMINIUM CASEMENT WINDOWS
STATE-OF-THE-ART - Strong, functional and aesthetic, Series-40 Is compatible with the latest fabrication techniques.
SUPERIOR DESIGN - Seiies-40's superior design enables It to withstand wind pressure up to 200 kgl/m2. Seiies-40
windows and ventilators also develop less deflection compared to conventional windows.
UNIQUE CONSTRUCTION - The corners of frames and shutters are mitre cut on a high speed TCT (Tungsten Carbide
Tipped) saw. Frames are then assembled on a proprietary crimping machine designed and developed by INDAL
exclusively for this purpose. Sturdy corner cleats hold lite dame together. This gives a square, distortion free and nearly
hairline corner joint.
FULLY WEATHER SEALED - Seri es-40 windows and ventilators are fully weather
sealed, using high quality and durable EPDM/Neoprene weather seals. These reduce
Ingress of air and wailer as well as the escape of Interior atmosphere.
VERSATILE - These windows can be made to any size. Fitted with stainless steel
friction hinges, these can be either simple fixed sash, top hung or side hung
casement, or any combination of these, to cater to different needs. The friction
hinges give access to the exterior surface of the shutter from inside, facilitating the
cleaning of glass panes and shutter frames.
DOUBLE GLAZING - The system is versatile enough to accept both single and double glazing units up to 24 mm thickDouble glazing units, Incorporating a 12mm airspace, give significantly better thermal and acoustic Insulation than most
other double glazed windows.
EASY TO MAINTAIN - fabricated from robust, purpose made aluminium alloy extrusions (as per IS : 733-1983 and IS :
1285-1975) and anodized according to INDAL's unmatched standards. Seiies-40 windows require virtual no maintenance
except the occasional wipe.

Sliding Gate
For the miscellaneous requirements of our clients, we are engaged in offering a wide range of Sliding Gate all over the
country. For the benefits of our clients, Sliding Gate stringently tested on various parameters by the team of skilled
detectors and is authenticated as per the industrial norms. Further, we are offering
Sliding Gate at affordable rates.




Sliding Gate
Motorized Sliding Gate
Aluminium Sliding Gate

Collapsible Gate
Our company is involved in manufacturing, supplying, trading and retailing best quality of Collapsible Gate. This
Collapsible Gate is durable in nature and available in various sizes in the market.
Our organization is widely reputed in offering Collapsible Gate to our clients. We are presenting an excellent range of
this gate. This gate has been constructed by employing high grade material. It is coated with
abrasion resistant material and flame retardant material as well. This gate is widely suited for
security purposes. The experts have ensured that this gate does not fall prey to rust or water.
Meanwhile, we are offering this gate at nominal price.
Features:




Long functional life
Corrosion resistant
High tensile strength

Mezzanine Floor
Our organization is highly reputed as manufacturer, supplier and trader of
Mezzanine Floor to our clients. This system is recognized for its best functionality.



Mezzanine Floor System
Staircase Mezzanine Floor

Slotted Angle Rack
We are a reputed manufacturer, supplier and trader of Slotted Angle Rack to our clients. It is defect free and is
developed by experts using superior grade of material. Customization option is also
available.
Our organization is an applauded name in offering Slotted Angle Rack to our clients.
This rack has rugged construction and precise dimensions. This rack is reckoned for its
seamless finish and is preferred by our clients. It has dimensionally accurate body and is
preferred by our clients over similar range of rack available in market. But the best part,
this angle rack is offered at pocket friendly price.



Drive In Rack
Slotted Angles

Automatic Boom Barrier
Automatic barrier offers efficient security at the exit and the entry points of factories, office complexes, corporate
houses, residential Buildings, parking lots, toll tax plazas or any road - way entry where medium to heavy traffic is
expected. Automatic barrier are used to effectively regulate pedestrian and vehicular traffic. It is used- to be able to
manage security better.
They are made of a motor body and control unit, protected by a case with different
finishes, for applications in critical environment conditions, like heavy traffic areas.
There are motorization powered by 230 V and by 24 Vdc, which ensure high
performances and safety, making them ideal for the automation of private and
public car parks which are subject to frequent vehicle transit during the day.The
choice of the model of automatic barrier gates depends on the width of the
entrance and the type of use.

Road Barrier
Road safety barriers are designed to provide a high level of road safety by
containing and redirecting errant vehicles and thereby preventing them from
leaving the road. A range of barrier systems are available for use in both
permanent and temporary situations. All road safety barrier products must be
use on state highways.

Retractable Gate
We manufacture high quality of Retractable Gate that can withstand heavy winds and work even under extreme climatic
situation. It is made from High strength alloy SS and Mounted With Sparkling Silver, Stainless Steel Plastic Plates.
Retractable Gates equipped with anti-crash intelligent infrared double detectors. Retractable Gates patented electronic
soft starter and mechanical buffer device ensures smooth run. Retractable
Gates patented wind-resistant device enable the electric gate to operate in
strong winds.






Made from High strength alloy SS
Mounted with sparkling silver, stainless steel plastic plates
Equipped with anti-crash intelligent infrared double detectors
Patented electronic soft starter and mechanical buffer device
ensures smooth run
Patented wind-resistant device enable the electric gate to operate
in strong winds

Shutter Repairing Service
We are involved in providing Shutter Repairing Service. This service is known for its
reliability and hassle free performance. Our company is providing these services at
reasonable prices.
As a renowned organization, we are engaged in offering a wide range of Shutter Repairing
Service. We use most advanced technologies and modern machines are used while offering
these services. Moreover, a team of skilled technicians and efficient workers works together
with complete devotion to achieve their targeted goal and offer reliable service.
Features:




Highly efficient service
Executed on given time frame
Market leading prices

Impex Rolling Shutters & Engg. Works
Address : 121, Netaji Subhas Road, 5th Floor, Room No.:-57Kolkata - 700 001.
Phone: (033)2268 6481, 32974550
Tele Fax: (033)2268 3680
Email: contact@impexrollingshutters.co.in / impexrollingshutters@yahoo.co.in
Website: www.impexrollingshutters.co.in

